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1 Summary and Key Learning from WorkFit North Project
“WorkFit is an incredibly important resource to change an unseen discrimination.” WorkFit Employer
WorkFit North has experienced significant success and empowered many jobseekers who have Down’s
syndrome (referred to in the programme as “candidates”) with worthwhile placements and excellent
workplace experiences and, despite some setbacks, has exceeded many of the project’s targets and outcomes.
The team have engaged with over 150 new employers and 269 people with Down’s syndrome, of which 145
have registered with WorkFit in the last three years. 99 placements have been developed and undertaken and
a range of personal stories are seen later in this report.
The WorkFit North team have demonstrated tenacity, ingenuity and creative thinking regarding enhancing the
project and maximising opportunities for people with Down’s syndrome to access successful pathways into
paid work. Their strategic thinking has enabled them to broaden their impact in the north, in their
communities, with employers, candidates and their families, alongside wider partners, including schools and
colleges, other education providers, the Department of Work and Pensions, and local authorities.
Over the three years of the project, the WorkFit North team have significantly raised awareness of the benefits
of employing people who have Down’s syndrome and have increased the number of WorkFit employers
registering with the programme and offering additional placements. The number of people attending WorkFit
conferences has increased year on year, demonstrating the extended impact the project is having by reaching
more benefactors and stakeholders. Comments from stakeholders reflect the popularity and significance of
the WorkFit North project and many are included in this report, alongside the key headlines, statistics and links
to videos, which demonstrate the value and impact WorkFit is having on the lives of people with Down’s
syndrome, their families, their communities and society as a whole.
In 2019, statistics were published showing that only 5.9% of people with learning disabilities known to social
services are in any form of paid work1, but it is known that 65% of people with learning disabilities want to
work2. WorkFit is a therefore a trailblazer in helping to fulfil the government’s aspiration to achieve equality
for all disabled people by 2025 as set out in Improving the Life Chances of Disabled People3 and support all
disabled people to get a paid job.
During this 3-year project, WorkFit has continued to advance the belief that everyone can work with the right
job and the right support, using their ‘place then train’ approach. One of the key learning points identified
continues to be the importance of the relationships that WorkFit North Employment Development Officers
(EDOs) have with the employers they work with. Diversity and inclusion benefit both the company and the
community. Employers have identified that the WorkFit programme adds value to their organisation in many
ways including reduced recruitment costs with a supported job matching and selection process, significant
improvements in the well-being of their organisation, for example through training, teambuilding and
improved staff morale and contributing to the diversity and community social responsibility of their company.
By working closely with employers and developing strong relationships, EDOs have developed many
sustainable permanent paid jobs for people with Down’s syndrome.
Other key learning points are the importance of the relationships EDOs build with candidates and their parents,
carers and their wider support network. Parents regularly mention the significance of the support from their
WorkFit EDO in enabling their family member to gain employment opportunities. They comment positively
1

https://www.base-uk.org/employment-rates
Valuing Employment Now; real jobs for people with learning disabilities, p2, Department of Health, (2009)
3
Improving the Life Chances of Disabled People, Prime minister’s strategy unit (2005)
2
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about the expertise, information, advice, availability and support of their EDO. Many have stated that without
WorkFit their son or daughter would not be in paid work or have the life-changing opportunities that they have
experienced.
WorkFit conferences also play a significant role in raising awareness about the importance of paid jobs for
people with Down’s syndrome. They inspire and drive aspiration through peer example, enabling learning from
each other, as candidates, family members, professionals and employers share their experiences. The
conferences facilitate valuable networking and demonstrate how important supporting families and employers
is to achieve the goal of paid work for candidates. There are now an additional 153 employers registered with
WorkFit in the north of England since the start of the project.
“My advice to employers is if you’re thinking of employing someone with Down’s
syndrome, you’ll be absolutely amazed at what they can achieve.”
WorkFit Buddy, Yorkshire and Humber

“To quote our senior partner: recruiting A is the best thing we have even done as a practice!”
WorkFit Employer, Yorkshire and Humber
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Key Impacts and Outcomes


99 out of a target of 150 placements have been achieved, with 44 more placements due to
commence within the project timeline, prevented by Covid-19, taking the total to 143, 95% of the
target.



293 people who have Down’s syndrome and their parents have had support or interaction from
WorkFit out of a target of 243, 21% above the target.



109 employers have been trained out of a target of 150, with a further 44 employers due to be
trained and commence placements but because of Covid-19 these were delayed, which would have
taken the total to 153, 2% above target.



17 more candidates volunteered to become co-trainers taking the project total to 34, which
massively exceeded the project target of 18 by 89%.



The target number of stakeholders engaging with the project was exceeded by 45% and the number
of individuals directly benefitting from the project was greater than the target of 1,383 with 1,434
people engaging with WorkFit (exceeding the target by 4%).



95% of employers state that they would consider offering further vacancies through WorkFit.



100% of employers said their candidates, in permanent paid work, have sustained their
employment.



100% of employers reported that their candidates are working more independently than when they
began their employment.
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Significant impacts of the WorkFit project, gathered from interviews with candidates, families and employers
include:





Increasing the confidence of employers to employ individuals who have Down’s syndrome and
improving their recognition of the seismic benefits of having a person with Down’s syndrome in their
workplace



The importance of the flexible, informative and responsive support of the WorkFit team to employers,
candidates and familes



People with Down’s syndrome being valued members of a team, having more confidence and
independence



People with Down’s syndrome doing excellent work and enjoying the self-esteem that comes from
that as well as enjoying their work and learning new and transferable skills



People with Down’s syndrome being paid a wage and making choices, planning their future and
aspiring to do more paid work



Increasing the circle of friends of people who have Down’s syndrome and introducing opportunties
to access new social activities, hobbies and opportunties through work



Positively transforming family members expectations, aspirations and views because of support from
the WorkFit team, including the team’s success in gaining their family member placements and
ultimately paid work



Challenging societal beliefs and prejudices about people with Down’s syndromes’ abilities to do paid
work and demonstrating the positive impact people with Down’s syndrome have on attitudes towards
disabled people across the work place and community.

Successes to celebrate: Stories and Awards

In the last three years WorkFit and several WorkFit employers have been recognised across the supported
employment sector for the work that they do through a range of awards.

In 2018 WorkFit and their stakeholders were recognised
across the supported employment sector for their work. A
WorkFit Employer won the ‘Most Supportive Employer
Award’ at the Brain Charity 25th Anniversary Awards in July,
for their support of their WorkFit candidate.
Full details can be found on the WorkFit website at:
www.dsworkfit.org.uk/news
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In November 2019, a WorkFit employer won the ‘Best
Employer Practice’ award at the British Association for
Supported Employment (BASE) Awards 2019. This is the
third consecutive year that a WorkFit employer has received
this prestigious award. This employer currently employs ten
people who have Down’s Syndrome in the North, with
further opportunities in development. A WorkFit candidate
accepted the award with his employer and colleagues.
Fran Austin, a former Employment Development Officer for
WorkFit North West, also received a ‘Highly Commended’ in
the ‘Practitioner of the Year’ category at the BASE Awards.
The stories of their journeys into employment can be found
on the WorkFit website at: www.dsworkfit.org.uk/news
The WorkFit Buddy scheme is unique to WorkFit in that it
removes the need for job coaches and this important element
that is expanded on later in this report. These colleagues or
‘buddies’ work closely with the candidates to support them to
feel fully integrated. The designated trainer also delivers the
training at a pace that suits the learning profile of their new
colleagues. The company have ensured that all employees
have a structured work routine including shifts which suit
their needs and shorter shift lengths. Another innovation was
to create picture workbooks to help candidates learn their
roles.
WorkFit were also shortlisted for the Employment Related Services Association (ERSA) Awards in 2019 after
their success in 2018: www.dsworkfit.org.uk/2018/06/25/workfit-triumph-at-the-ersa-awards-2018/.
In 2019, a WorkFit employer was shortlisted for The Employer of People with a Disability Award at the National
Learning Disabilities & Autism Awards (NLDA). www.nationalldawards.co.uk/
WorkFit have experienced media coverage including BBC News 24, BBC North West and local press and have
produced videos about some of the individuals who have benefitted from the WorkFit North during the
project. The videos are engaging and inspiring and can be accessed via the links below.

BBC News
Channel

WorkFit North West EDO Fran Austin with WorkFit candidate, Christopher

BBC North
West

Focus on WorkFit candidate Timothy

BBC North
West

Focus on WorkFit North West Tonight with candidates Shauna and Christopher

In the North
East:

https://youtu.be/P-KpdWbJBQE - A film about Lynsey working at a hotel.
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www.youtube.com/watch?v=HXtoE2jC-gY&list=PLC3F8BB776F3FE002&index=12

www.youtube.com/watch?v=JLRrzXoiO6Q

www.youtube.com/watch?v=0jSYuSlSvN0&list=PLC3F8BB776F3FE002&index=10

https://youtu.be/Z1YtXEt3o7g - An employer’s point of view from Chris at the hotel.
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In the North
West:

https://youtu.be/SJtkT__AKC0 - Candidate Shauna’s film about working at a café in
Liverpool with her buddy Megan.
https://youtu.be/ZSsW3whZw9M - Nichola and Sue Shauna’s employers at a café.

In Yorkshire
and Humber:

https://youtu.be/SlMfSSDDc9s - A film about Annie who works at a Medical Centre as an
administrative assistant.
https://youtu.be/A14MkFfBEBo - Debbie employs Annie at a Medical Centre.

These personal stories tell of the importance of the WorkFit process, support, teamwork and the project
overall, as well as the impact of the work opportunities offered via work experience, voluntary work and paid
work on the lives of candidates, employees and family members.
WorkFit blog posts from the north listed below share a variety of stories from candidates and employers about
their training, permanent posts gained in locations across the north of England. The DSA WorkFit website also
provides a central location to access resources and read about the amazing stories people have to tell about
the WorkFit North project. www.dsworkfit.org.uk
These stories draw together a picture of how WorkFit has benefitted people with Down’s syndrome, their
families and employers and demonstrate how the outcomes for the project have been met. Employers are
given training which offers support strategies, information about Down’s syndrome and useful tips and advice
about how to support someone in the workplace, for example how to communicate effectively with someone
with Down’s syndrome and how to help them to learn tasks and execute them successfully. A candidate in
Newcastle, for example, has expanded his skills in a new area as a result of performing well in his permanent
role as a Breakfast Assistant, (Outcome 3).
See Nicky at work and here about his job:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=56BH9HSOMn4&list=PLC3F8BB776F3FE002&index=19
The WorkFit team arranged and participated in various events to recognise and celebrate the achievements of
the candidates and the support of their employers. Three regional conferences take place each year along with
other events in a variety of formats such as employer networking, candidate showcases and steering groups.
The conferences are valuable forums for all stakeholders to find out what WorkFit are doing and hear from
candidates, employers, family members, other stakeholders and the WorkFit team. People said that as well as
giving the candidates a platform to share their thoughts and feelings about what their job means to them it
was a ‘really good way of seeing a parent’s point of view’ and found their stories ‘refreshing’. Overall, delegates
reported that the candidates’ presentations were ‘excellent’, ‘brilliant’, ‘inspiring’ and ‘positive’. The
employer’s presentations were seen to build the confidence of prospective employers who are considering a
WorkFit placement. It was fed back that parents seeing enthusiastic employers gives them hope for their child’s
future.

8
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Conference delegates at the WorkFit North West Conference in Gateshead November 2019
The WorkFit team encouraged candidates to share their experiences by talking about their career pathway and
what has helped them to achieve their career goals. Candidates then use this experience by volunteering to
talk to employers at training events. Attendance numbers at the conference depend on the geographical area
and are between 50 and 120 people. The conferences are a wonderful way to celebrate the success of the
candidates and recognise the support from WorkFit employers. They are also an effective way to share best
practice for professionals in social care, education and local authorities.

9
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2 Background and Evaluation Methodology
“The whole programme has been great.” WorkFit Employer



The WorkFit North project

The Down’s Syndrome Association’s WorkFit programme was launched in England in December 2011 and
aims to develop and support mainstream employment opportunities for people with Down’s syndrome. In
2017 the Down’s Syndrome Association (DSA) secured funding from the Big Lottery Fund for WorkFit North
which commenced in April 2017 and was funded for three years until the end of May 2020.
The project consists of the equivalent of three full-time Employment Development Officers (EDOs) who
support candidates, families, employers and stakeholders, supported by an Employment Development
Manager. One EDO concentrates on working in the North East, the second in the North West, with a third EDO
focusing on Yorkshire and Humberside. The work of the North West EDO has been complemented by a part
time Liaison Officer working in South Manchester. In April 2018 Alison Thwaite became the Employment
Development Manager (EDM) and therefore a part-time EDO in the North East was employed to support that
region in the last year of the project.
EDOs support employers to create work opportunities for people with Down’s syndrome. They provide tailored
support to each employer and to prospective jobseekers. Support to employers includes information and
advice, training for managers and staff about how to work effectively with people with Down’s syndrome taking account of their unique learning profile – alongside access to ongoing support, resources and advice.
The team have demonstrated skills and experience in supporting candidates, family members and employers
to develop and deliver new opportunities. This is complex work engaging with the many aspects of people’s
lives both personally and professionally in order to provide effective person-centred support.
An example of their work involves a candidate who was supported through two placements before finally
gaining a permanent paid post. The first placement ended because a permanent position was not available,
which was hugely disappointing for the candidate. Despite this setback, the WorkFit team enabled him to be
positive and keep going towards his goal of a permanent paid job and he gained his first permanent role soon
afterwards. However, due to a sudden and significant family bereavement and subsequent mental health
issues, he resigned from this role. His dedicated EDO supported him to access support for his bereavement,
and again when he was ready to look for a new career opportunity. With their extensive support he gained a
permanent paid role at a large company in the North West 18 months ago and is very happy in his job.
The candidate developed in his role to acquire new skills and took on additional responsibilities. He quickly
became confident and competent at work, demonstrating a strong personal dedication to his job, not only by
learning about the day-to-day tasks of his role but also by learning all of the relevant Health & Safety
procedures and memorising his route through a large and very busy workplace to his own workstation. As a
result of his success, the company was inspired to employ three more candidates who have Down’s syndrome.
WorkFit recruited seven Employment Project Volunteers (EPVs) during the project. The EPVs are enthusiastic,
knowledgeable and supportive of the WorkFit North project and although many of them are only able to
support the project for a very small amount of time, they add a great deal to the team, bringing depth and
helping to open up local opportunities and build relationships with new candidates, employers and
stakeholders. WorkFit has historically found this to be a very efficient way of building up new support from
employers and local communities, which supports the EDOs to deliver their objectives.
Each area also has affiliated Support Groups run by local parents as independent charities. There are twelve
support groups across the north directly linking into the WorkFit project. They promote WorkFit and
enthusiastically support and help to champion the work and ethos of the WorkFit North project. One group in
10
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South Manchester are passionate about supporting the WorkFit programme and the EDM has developed a
Local Support Network (LSN) with this group who employ a part-time WorkFit Liaison Officer to support the
delivery of the WorkFit programme.
Part of WorkFit’s continuous improvement plan includes working towards Disability Confident Level 3, having
already achieved levels 1 and 2. This is a government scheme enabling employers to make the most of the
talents disabled people can bring to the workplace. Being a Disability Confident employer means supporting
people to maximise their potential and ‘lead the way in their community’ to ‘discover skills and talents they
cannot do without’.4
WorkFit also has a website where employers, candidates and families can request information and advice
directly engage with the project and register their interest. The DSA WorkFit website also provides a central
location to access resources and read about the amazing stories people have to tell about the WorkFit North
project. www.dsworkfit.org.uk/
The DSA state on their website that ‘supported employment is not an end destination but a stepping stone
into a career pathway’5 which is an aspiration that not many people with learning disabilities are encouraged
to pursue. WorkFit provides the antidote to this lack of a presumption of employment and discrimination.



Evaluation of the WorkFit North project

Part of the funding agreement with the Big Lottery Fund was that an external evaluation of WFN be
undertaken. This was carried out by Amanda Topps from Amanda Topps Consultancy. The evaluation ran
alongside the WFN project, from 1 July 2018 until 30 June 2020 and assessed the impact of the project on
people with Down’s syndrome (candidates), their family members, employers, and co-workers.
Data was collected from candidates at three different points of their WorkFit journey –






the assessment stage, before they started WorkFit (T1) at which point consent to take part in the
evaluation took place and information was gathered about their personal circumstances and career
ambitions
the recruitment stage, a few months after they had some initial help from WorkFit (T2); and
the established placement stage, around 3-6 months after people had moved into jobs or work
placements (T3). At this third stage, the independent evaluator also collected data through
interviews with candidates’ family members, their employers and some of their work colleagues
where possible, although Covid-19 made this more difficult than anticipated. This enabled the
evaluator to look in detail at the impact of the WorkFit project on candidates and their families, and
on employers and co-workers.

Aims and Outcomes of the Evaluation

The general intention was to evaluate the impact of the WorkFit North project on people with Down’s
syndrome, their families, employers and co-workers. This was achieved through the following three
outcomes:

4
5

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/disability-confident-guidance-for-levels-1-2-and-3
http://www.dsworkfit.org.uk
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Outcome 1:
To quantify that more people with Down’s syndrome in the north of England accessed meaningful
employment opportunities, 150 across the duration of the project; including the number of people with
Down’s syndrome in all types of employment (including voluntary, supported internship or apprenticeships,
work experience and paid work); to quantify the number of employers stating that they would consider
offering further vacancies through WorkFit with a target of 70 and demonstrate the number of employers
reporting that their employees with Down’s syndrome have sustained their employment.
Outcome 2:
To qualify that people with Down’s syndrome will have increased work aspirations through accessing a
supported pathway tailored to their needs; including quantifying the number of people with Down’s
syndrome (and parents or carers) who know where they can go to for help regarding employment with a
target of 243; the number of people with Down’s syndrome who want to increase their work hours and the
number of people with Down’s syndrome who report more confidence to plan their next career step (moving
from voluntary or work experience to paid employment, or increasing the hours they work).
Outcome 3:
To qualify that people with Down’s syndrome have an increased sense of independence and confidence in
their abilities at work; quantifying the number of people with Down’s syndrome volunteering to become a
co-trainer in employer training with a target of 18 people; qualifying that people with Down’s syndrome
report that they have taken on more responsibilities at work and that employers report that people with
Down’s syndrome are working more independently than when they began employment.
Overall participation in the project was also recorded and included noting the broad range of individuals,
organisations and communities the WorkFit project benefits and influences.
See Appendix A for detailed list of outcomes.



Evaluation Methodology

The evaluation included collecting data from people with Down’s syndrome, their families and their
employers. Regular liaison with WorkFit colleagues took place to ensure data was also collated from WorkFit
records. Evidence was also collected from conferences and meetings. The data and evidence were then
collated and reported.
Data collection from people with Down’s syndrome
Information was gathered at three stages for the WorkFit candidate’s journey. It was proposed that 20% of
candidates would be involved in the questionnaire and interview stages of the evaluation. This equates to 20
candidates who participated at all stages of the evaluation process. 23 candidates and their families were
interviewed at T3 stage. From 23rd March, 2020 the ability to undertake face to face interviews was altered
by the Covid-19 pandemic. Interviews from this point were mainly conducted via video call. This worked
exceptionally well and did not detract from the quality of the communication or evaluation process.
Stage One: Assessment (T1)
Families and people with Down’s syndrome were provided with accessible information to enable them to
provide informed consent to take part in the project evaluation. A method was put in place to establish
capacity to consent where this was in doubt. The WorkFit team then completed a T1 questionnaire with

12
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candidates who had registered for assessment through WorkFit and had given informed consent to take part
in the WorkFit evaluation.
The purpose of the questionnaire was to collect basic demographic information and base-line data relating to
current daytime activities; desired work roles; social networks; community involvement; knowledge of
support regarding employment and work options available; and confidence about making decisions about
work and the future.
The candidates support to complete future parts of the evaluation was also sought at this stage.
Stage Two: Recruitment (T2)
This stage of the evaluation was undertaken when candidates had been recruited into roles. A questionnaire,
the completion of which was supported by the WorkFit team, contained some similar questions to the T1
stage plus questions about how confident candidates felt now regarding their work placement and their
experience of work.
Stage Three: Work Roles (T3)
In this stage of the evaluation the previous participants in the T1 and T2 questionnaires were approached to
arrange a face to face interview to find out about their WorkFit experience 3-6 months into their work
placement. This interview focussed on some questions asked at the T1 and T2 stages plus more detail about
job roles, experience of support from WorkFit prior to and during the placement, and the impact of being
employed has had on their life.
Data collection from family members
Information was also collected from family members at the T3 stage to ascertain their experience of the
WorkFit North project and the impact of work on their family member’s life, future plans and aspirations.
Family members were either interviewed or completed a questionnaire if an interview was not possible. The
intention was to interview the same number of family members as candidates.
Data collection from employers and co-workers
Data was also collected from the employers and co-workers connected with the people with Down’s
syndrome who were in work roles as a result of the WorkFit project. Interviews with employers were
undertaken by telephone and focused on the employer’s experience of the placement, support from WorkFit
and the extent to which they felt able to support a person with Down’s syndrome in the workplace.
Additional questions included the impact of the placement on employees and the candidate, how employing
someone with Down’s syndrome had changed their attitude towards people who have Down’s syndrome
and if they would offer further placements via WorkFit (outcome 1B).
It was proposed that 20% of employers would be interviewed at T3 stage. Out of the 109 employers actively
supporting placements this equated to 22 employers. 19 employers were interviewed representing 23
candidates. Furloughing due to Covid-19 from March 2020 also meant that a small number of employers due
to be interviewed in the final stages of the project were not available for interview.
Co-workers or ‘buddies’ were asked about their attitudes towards people with Down’s syndrome, to their
employer employing people with Down’s syndrome, and the perceived strengths and weaknesses of working
with a person with Down’s syndrome. Unfortunately, between March 2020 and the end of the project most
co-workers were furloughed and therefore some interviews could not take place with WorkFit ‘buddies’.

13
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Collation of further data, analysis and reporting
Regular liaison with WorkFit colleagues at meetings and via telephone calls ensured data was also collated
from WorkFit records and the team understood the process of evaluation. Evidence was also collected from
several regional conferences and local meetings. This injected another dimension to the evaluation providing
a broader input from WorkFit candidates, family members, employers, stakeholders, EPVs and a local
support network.
The second-year report was delivered in July 2019 and a year three interim report to reflect the project’s
progress up to December 2019 was published in January 2020. For this final report, data was anonymised so
that the identity of participants is protected, through the deletion of geographic and other identifying
characteristics, except where candidates agreed to use of their photograph within the report.

14
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Project Data and Outcomes

In the table below are the comparisons of Year 1, Year 2 and Year 3 of the WorkFit North project with targets and outcomes:
Table 1 Outcomes
Year 1
Target

Year 1
Actual

Year 2
Target

Year 2
Actual

Year 3
Target

Year 3 Actual
to 12/03/20

Project
Target

Project Total

30

31

50

32

70

36

150

99*
(+44=143)

27

32

50

34

73

43

150

109**
(+44=153)

Training of employees

300

215

300

218

300

271

900

704

2

The number of people with Down’s syndrome
(and parents/carers) who know where they can
go to for help regarding employment

51

72

92

76

100

145

243

293

3

The number of people with Down’s syndrome
volunteering to become a co-trainer in employer
training

3

3

6

4

9

20

18

34

504

1,383

1,434 individuals
200 organisations

Outcome

Year 1: 1st April 2017 - 31st May 2018
Year 2: 1st June 2018 – 31st May 2019
Year 3: 1st June 2019 – 31st May 2020

1

The number of people with Down’s syndrome
in employment (including voluntary,
internship/apprenticeship, work experience
and paid work)
Registration,
employers

assessment

and

training

of

Individuals who have directly benefitted from the project
(total)

420

459

*99 out of a target of 150 placements have been achieved, with 44 more placements due to commence within the project timeline, prevented by Covid-19, taking the total to 143.
** 109 employers have been trained out of a target of 150, with a further 44 employers due to be trained and commence placements but because of Covid-19 these were delayed,
which would have taken the total to 153.
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Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Project
Target

Project Total

23

11

5

36

39

4 (3)
Total 7

2 (2)
Total 4

4

12

15

Other Third Sector providers

7

10

3

6

20

Statutory providers

7

11

4

12

22

44

36

16

66

96

Stakeholder organisations involved in the project
Schools and Colleges
Supported Employment Agencies (Local Authority Supported
Employment)

Total

16
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The number of people with Down’s syndrome directly participating over the 3 years of the WorkFit project
amounted to 269 exceeding the target of 243 by 11%. One hundred and forty-five people registered with
WorkFit and from these individuals there were 99 active placements for the duration of the project plus 44
people were due to take up a placement when Covid-19 changed the landscape. The number of actual
placements for people with Down’s syndrome during the project was 99. This is less than the target identified,
however the Covid-19 pandemic stopped staff and candidates working from 23rd March, 2020 with many
candidates leaving work on 13 March 2020. This meant the final 44 placements identified to start between
March and May 2020 were not able to commence within the project timeline. Staffing absences and issues
were another reason for not accomplishing the targets set during year 2. However, in the final year of the
project, with the team restored to full strength, the 44 additional placements meant that without Covid-19
intervening, the overall number of placements based upon the strong opportunities developed with specific
employers meant that 143 placements were coming to fruition. This is an excellent result and just short of the
target of 150.
The number of people moving into paid employment from unpaid or paid work experience has increased
during the project as seen in Figure 2 later in the report (page 19). Fifteen people moved into permanent paid
roles, while a further four people gained paid work including fixed term contracts. This meets the overall
ambition of the WorkFit project and its participant’s career goals of attaining paid employment. It
demonstrates the overall success of the WorkFit North project and its ability to create positive opportunities
and meet people’s needs and expectations.
WorkFit North welcomed registrations from 32 new employers in year 1, 28 new employers in year 2 and 49
in year 3. WorkFit also received many positive comments from employers regarding the training and support
provided to encourage them to offer work placements as outlined later in this report. WorkFit exceeded its
target in year one of registering, assessing and training employers, accomplished 68% of their target for year
2 and, with the 44 new employers due to commence between March and May 2020, would have exceeded
their year 3 target, meaning that overall the target was exceeded.
The number of people with Down’s syndrome volunteering to become a co-trainer in employer training was
34 over the 3 years of the project, exceeding the target for Outcome 3A of 18. This is an outstanding 89%
increase on the target set, demonstrating that candidates are extremely supportive of the project and want to
speak about their experiences and tell others about the benefits of WorkFit.
Table 1 on pages 15- 16 illustrates that over 1,434 people have directly benefitted from the project over the
last three years, either from accessing an employment opportunity, having some advice and support from
WorkFit, receiving the WorkFit Employer Training or attending a conference. The target of 1,383 for
beneficiaries has therefore been exceeded for the duration of the project. The total number of other
stakeholders engaging in the project to date, 96; which included colleges and schools, supported employment
agencies, statutory providers and third sector providers also exceeded the year 3 target of 66 by 45%. On top
of this, 217 organisations have been engaged in the project participating through conferences, engagement
events and activities.
Year 2 of the project proved difficult operationally, due to the staffing issues already mentioned. The DSA took
decisive action to ensure that the project got back on track in year 3. Alison Thwaite was also appointed as
WorkFit Manger for the DSA and some of her time was committed to working on the WorkFit North project,
while the rest of her time was devoted to strategic team management. Alison then appointed a new, very
experienced, EDO in the Yorkshire and Humber region. This re-energising of the team proved beneficial and
focussed on building the number of opportunities through excellent employer engagement. Aside from the
lockdown due to Covid-19, the team would have exceeded their target for placements for year 3 by 14%.
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WorkFit North excelled at providing an ongoing programme of engagement. This built the relational
foundation upon which they were able to grow paid employment opportunities for people with Down’s
syndrome, as demonstrated in Figure 1 below on page 18. Engagement included liaising with employers,
professional bodies, business networks and statutory providers including Department for Work and Pensions,
Job Centre Plus, NHS organisations locally and nationally, local authority Adult and Social Care services,
Chambers of Commerce and schools and colleges. Relationships were also maintained and enhanced with
supported employment organisations like Employment Related Services Association (ERSA) and British
Association of Supported Employment (BASE) and with local authority supported employment services, for
example in Northumberland, Gateshead and Trafford.



WorkFit Placements

WorkFit have a diverse range of placements to meet the needs of their candidates and 109 employers have
offered 99 placements, including a supported internship across the three years of the project.

Figure 1 WorkFit North Placement Types

Figure 1 above, demonstrates the types of placements candidates have been undertaking. It is encouraging to
see the rise in paid jobs during the project. More candidates are getting paid work rather than unpaid work
experience and candidates are regularly progressing from work experience into paid work. This demonstrates
how the WorkFit project is able to build year on year as a direct result of funding offered over a period of
several years to produce more of what candidate’s desire and deserve, a paid job. When investing in people
with learning disabilities, WorkFit proves the investment combined with their unique supported employment
18
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model produces positive results for all stakeholders as more paid employment is offered and sustained.
Employers reported that 100% of candidates for whom this was applicable had sustained their employment
which is an outstanding result and proves that the WorkFit approach really works for employers as seen
throughout the T3 interview stage of the evaluation, (Outcome 1C).

Figure 2 WorkFit North Placement Progression

In total 19 candidates progressed into paid work either from paid work experience (17) or from unpaid work
experience (2). Candidates gaining paid work is a massive success for WorkFit North. The majority of
candidates progressing from work experience (79%) secured a paid permanent contract. In addition, 40
candidates were in paid work from the commencement of their placement. 60% of candidates with WorkFit
are therefore in paid work, which is very encouraging considering that not all WorkFit candidates are looking
for paid work.
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Figure 3 Placement Types of WorkFit Candidates

During the project two-thirds of the candidates who accessed employment opportunities were age 16-25, with
one fifth of candidates age 26-30 and the remaining 14% of candidates being aged 31-50. Only two candidates
were over 36 years as seen in figure 4 below.
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Figure 4 Age of WorkFit Candidates

Figure 5 Gender of WorkFit Candidates

There are more male candidates than female overall, approximately one third more, which loosely reflects the
national trend in the population of adults with learning disabilities where there are more men than women6.
In year 2, there were more female candidates joining the WorkFit project, (42%) but in year 3 we see this drop
back to 34%.

6

Emerson, E & Hatton, C, et al, 2011, People with Learning Disabilities in England, Improving Health and Lives: Learning Disabilities Observatory, p8
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Figure 6 Sectors of WorkFit Candidates’ Placements

Catering, Warehouse and Distribution and Hospitality offer almost 60% of the WorkFit opportunities for
people with Down’s syndrome, whilst the less active sectors are Science, Arts & Heritage, Sport and Health.
During the project five new sectors were developed by the WorkFit team, including Construction &
Engineering, Science, and Sports. This increasing breadth of sectors offered enables a good fit for each
candidate, focussing on their individual ambitions and ensures that candidates are not being steered down
traditional routes. Providing a person-centred approach to supported employment, knowing the candidate’s
abilities, offering reasonable adjustments like working interviews and job carving and supporting the
employer, candidate and family ultimately promotes the sustainability of the placement and the potential for
a permanent paid role to be offered to the candidate. As can be seen in Figure 1, on page 19, in each year of
the WorkFit North project the number of paid opportunities rose. In Year 1, there were 11 paid
opportunities, in Year 2, 21 and in Year 3, 25 paid work placements with many more unable to be started due
to Covid-19. This demonstrates the success of the WorkFit team in securing the types of roles people with
Down’s syndrome are looking for and the success of the candidates within that role to sustain their
employment and gain permanent paid work.
Over the three years of the project, there have been 99 placements for people with Down’s syndrome based
on their preferences. Individuals have benefitted from voluntary and work placements, internships and paid
employment. 44 new placements were in the final stages of being developed when the Covid-19 pandemic
22
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stopped these from progressing in March 2020, which takes the total number of placements to 143, a
number very close to the outcome target of 150.
57 people (60%) had paid roles from the start of their placement. 40 people had a paid contract from the
start of their placement. 34 candidates did unpaid work experience leading to paid work while 17 people did
paid work experience leading to paid work. 7 people did voluntary work and 1 person did a supported
internship. Daniel, Craig and Isaac’s experiences are great examples of candidates moving from work
experience to paid work. The stories of their journeys into employment can be found on the WorkFit website
at: www.dsworkfit.org.uk/news .
It is also great to see support of WorkFit and employment for people with Down’s syndrome from parents
and younger members of the community. This is a great video about youngsters Ollie and Cameron who are
thinking about what jobs they may like when they grow up. WorkFit boosts the aspirations of both people
with Down’s syndrome, their parents and stakeholders. Schools in particular need to be inspired to include
work aspirations in the Education Health and Care Plans for young people going though transition at school.
www.dsworkfit.org.uk/2020/02/28/twins-ollie-and-cameron-play-starring-role-in-new-workfit-film/
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3 Impact on People with Down’s syndrome
“This is epic!” WorkFit Candidate, North West
This section of the report focusses on the impact of the WorkFit project on people with Down’s syndrome and
the impact it has on their lives with reference to the project’s key outcomes, including:


What work means to people with Down’s syndrome



New friends and social opportunities



Increased aspirations for work and life



Enhanced happiness and wellbeing



Increased knowledge of sources of support regarding employment, more confidence to plan next
career move and become a WorkFit co-trainer



Taking on more responsibilities at work and wanting to increase work hours



More confidence and independence at work including transferable skills and enhanced life skills.

People with a learning disability talked about the need for the WorkFit programme and the importance of the
conferences. At the conferences people with Down’s syndrome present their personal stories about their
WorkFit experience and have commented about how important both personally and more broadly it is to tell
other people with Down’s syndrome their story saying: ‘some people need to hear to get involved to get a job’.
Candidates and stakeholders are saying that hearing individual’s stories is crucial to understanding how the
opportunity to undertake paid work has a profound impact on the lives of people with Down’s syndrome and
the lives of others.
“It has made my life great again!”
WorkFit Candidate, North West
“I am happy when I am working. Work gives me confidence and more confidence to communicate
with people and try new things.”
WorkFit Candidate, Yorkshire and Humber

People with Down’s syndrome are realising their dreams and ambitions, which is transformative not only on a
personal level but also with regards to promoting equality in society and overcoming the barriers people with
a learning disability face daily. People value being seen like everyone else and want to contribute to society
through the world of work. They feel proud, confident and happier. The positive impact on people with Down’s
syndrome is life changing.
On a day-to-day level these are the simple pleasures appropriated by people with Down’s syndrome from their
active involvement in working life which cannot be underestimated, and speak for themselves.
“It makes me feel happy, I’d like to get a full-time paid job. I like the money and I’d spend it on me
and my family and pay board, spend it on spa treatments and facials.”
24
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WorkFit Candidate, Yorkshire and Humber

“I feel happy – I love it! My boss says I work hard and am a busy woman. I am happy with my social
life and my new friend at work. I have monthly wages. I am waiting to get engaged and I’d like to
get married.”
WorkFit Candidate, North West



What work means to people with Down’s syndrome

One candidate working in catering said, “getting a job means everything to me”. Likewise, other candidates
expressed how work makes them happy stating they enjoy ‘serving people’, ‘looking smart’, having an
‘awesome manager’, ‘looking cool’, ‘having a uniform’, ‘feeling safe’ and ‘caring for people at work’. Both
doing a good job and spending time with people at work seemed equally important indicating that work brings
good relationships, which are highly valued, alongside promoting self-esteem, importance and value for the
individual. These comments demonstrate how paid work links strongly to well-being and good mental health,
giving candidates positive feelings about themselves and their lives.
“My experience of work is fantastic. I feel better and am proud I have a job. Life has been good. I
like being a part of a team with the lads and meeting new people. I have matured and I am more
sensible. I get on with other people.”
WorkFit Candidate, North West
77% of candidates at T3 (22) said that having work made them feel happy or good, with others expressing how
great work is saying they feel ‘phenomenal’, ‘strong’ or ‘buzzing’. Independence was highly valued as was
feeling confident and four people commented on how work makes them feel ‘like everyone else’. The best
things identified about working were being valued as part of a team and having work colleagues with 55% of
respondents saying this was a favourite feature of work. Enjoying the elements of the job, for example, serving,
helping people or working with food was favoured by 45% of respondents. Other favourite work components
were enjoying the social side of work, getting paid and travelling independently.
Individuals repeatedly noted enhanced self-esteem and feeling proud about the tasks achieved in work.
Candidates also noted an increase in happiness. WorkFit clearly demonstrates how imperative paid work is for
the wellbeing and good mental health of people with Down’s syndrome. Candidates expressed what having
work means to them. They included the importance of increased confidence, new friendships, and feeling
grateful, building on the concepts which Action for Happiness cite as ‘Keys to Happier Living’7, for example,
giving and relating. The benefits gained from working also strongly link to the nationally recognised ‘5 Ways to
Wellbeing’ about improving mental health and wellbeing8. Work provides excellent opportunities to ‘keep
learning’ and ‘connect’ which are two of the ways to wellbeing endorsed by the National Health Service. One
WorkFit candidate, for example reported “I’ve learnt how to say hello to everyone in their different languages”,
enabling both learning and relating.
Having the freedom to travel, being paid and having money, having the option to save money, a better
understanding of budgeting and financial planning, having independence and choosing what to buy from their
7

www.actionforhappiness.org/10-keys-to-happier-living

8

New Economics Foundation, 2011, www.neweconomics.org/2011/07/five-ways-well-new-applications-new-ways-thinking
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wage also featured highly. This included paying for hobbies, buying presents for people, saving for a holiday,
buying home furnishings and enjoying fashion and technology purchases. Having paid work supports choice,
control and independence, a key part of government social care policy for the last fifteen years9. Paid work
also builds confidence for people with Down’s syndrome and their family members, as seen in the feedback
later in this report.
Some candidates said getting a paid job has transformed their life. They have tried new activities or hobbies
since commencing work and have started planning for the future. Three candidates are planning to get
married; one is saving his wage to get married, another has become engaged and a third is planning to get
engaged. Other candidates have started doing new activities like going to the gym, playing basketball, learning
to drive and going horse riding. Candidates talk about fulfilling ambitions and life goals and their sense of
wellbeing, happiness and satisfaction with life is apparent.
Technology played an important role in supporting independence, for example, mobile phone alarms and apps
are used by some candidates to support their travel to work. Using Google Maps, a satnav, and social media
to stay in contact with family, friends and work colleagues enable confidence and independent travel. Some
candidates use taxis to give them independence to travel to work and feel confident doing so.
For candidates the benefits of accessing employment opportunities are described as:











Increased independence
Developing maturity and confidence
Job satisfaction
Enhanced well-being, health and happiness
Quality relationship with colleagues and feeling part of a team
Learning new skills
Increased ability and confidence
Receiving wages, having spending power and choice
Achieving life goals
Changing future aspirations, with WorkFit placements opening doors to new opportunities and
experiences.

Nearly all candidates enjoyed their work and could not say there was anything they didn’t like about work.
The six candidates who did not like some things about work included not liking colleagues moaning or
swearing, getting bored because there was nothing to do, staff not being motivated to help them learn new
tasks and numerous instances of staff turnover which did not help them get to know each other. Another
candidate said that the environment was noisy and hard to work in which made him anxious. Some
candidates did not like some elements of their work tasks, for example, cleaning toilets, stacking chairs or
filling salt and pepper shakers, but despite disliking these tasks still expressed overall enjoyment in their
work.



New friends and social opportunities
I am happy with my social life and my new friend at work. I am waiting to get engaged and I’d like to
get married.”

9

Department of Health, 2005, Independence, Well-being and Choice, Our vision for the future of social care for adults in England
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WorkFit Candidate, North West
Out of the candidates questioned as part of the T3 interview process 52% said they had made friends at work.
Of the candidates questioned at a focus group in March 2019, however, all 14 said they made friends at work
with about half saying they see colleagues outside of work. Some candidates have not met friends from work
outside of work yet but regularly contact them via social media or text outside work time. Most candidates
attended their work’s Christmas party (88%); one went to a New Year’s party, whilst another attended a
birthday party. Some had been bowling, dog racing and to the cinema with colleagues and others had joined
colleagues for a staff meal at a restaurant demonstrating that work clearly provides a focus for new friendships
and an extended social life. Other candidates had social time with colleagues at work sharing lunchtimes and
breaks and receiving gifts, playing pool or table tennis or joining in karaoke at work events. One candidate
shared that he was invited out by colleagues and sang with a work colleague in a singing competition, winning
some vouchers. Work supports a positive community life, engaging and participating in a full range of social
opportunities and building key friendships all of which promote independence, confidence, positive mental
health and a feeling of well-being and safety.



Increased aspirations for work and life

WorkFit provides aspirational benefits to both candidates and family members. Candidates demonstrated a
keenness to learn more tasks at work including people skills; both on the telephone and in person and
technical skills; using a computer, dealing with money and cash registers, learning to use different equipment
or software, doing deliveries and stock takes. This supports Outcome 2 of the project, that people with
Down’s syndrome will have increased work aspirations.
Focussing on future work opportunities, people had ideas about subsequent roles they might enjoy
undertaking, illustrating how WorkFit enables people to imagine new career paths and that candidates have
more confidence to plan their next career step, fulfilling Outcome 2. Dream jobs included working in an
office, becoming a teaching assistant, working for the National Trust, becoming a singer, photographer, YouTuber, DJ, artist or gym instructor, working in a hospital, a restaurant or pub and working outdoors.
Candidates expressed other life goals besides work, which included acquiring their own flat, learning more
cooking skills, getting married, having children and learning to drive a car. Being a part of WorkFit adds value
to individual’s lives not only on an aspirational level, but also by enhancing their wellbeing, raising levels of
happiness, making people proud of their achievements and abilities and demonstrating to others - their
managers, work colleagues, families and members of the public alike - their skills and determination to
succeed on their career pathways. WorkFit, therefore, is validating, as per Outcome 3, that candidates have
increased sense of independence and confidence in their abilities at work.
“When our candidate first started, she needed instruction for each task she did, now she follows
her task list and gets on with the next task. I have seen her really flourish.”
WorkFit employer, North West
“She is confident in her relationships with her colleagues, from being quiet to telling them what to
do, making jokes and going out for drinks and dancing with her colleagues.”
WorkFit employer, North East
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Increased knowledge of employment support and more confidence to plan next
career move

One of the aims of the project was to increase people’s understanding of the work options available to them
and to give them more confidence about making decisions regarding work and the future.
Throughout the evaluation at T1, T2 and T3 stages candidates were asked about the help they would need to
find their next job or a new job. At the T1 stage, only one candidate was very confident out of 20
respondents (5%), 30% were a bit confident and 65% were not confident. At T2 33% of respondents (21)
were very confident, 43% a bit confident and 24% not confident, demonstrating an increase in confidence at
the placement stage of the WorkFit process. At T3, less people were very confident to find their next job
(15%), whilst there had been an increase in the number of candidates stating they were a bit confident to
50%. While the number of people saying they were not confident to find their next job out of 20 was 35%.
Overall, more people felt very confident at the end of the project (T3) to plan their next career step
compared to the beginning (T1). More people felt a bit confident, with their confidence steadily increasing
throughout the project so that by the end of the project half the participants felt more confident to know
where to get help and plan their next job.
At the T3 stage, 100% of respondents (23) felt they needed help to find out about different jobs and 87%
would ask WorkFit to help, while the remaining candidates would turn to parents, friends, support workers
or school for help.
At the T3 stage of the evaluation 100% of respondents (21) felt they would need help to apply for a job, while
62% of respondents said they would want WorkFit to help. Other sources of help included parents, college, a
support worker or day service.
One hundred percent of candidates also wanted help with their CV with just over half (52%) wanting WorkFit
to support them with this, while just under half (48%) wanted their parents to help with their CV.
People with Down’s syndrome are aware of where they can access support tailored to their needs and over
half will choose WorkFit to support them alongside support from family and other sources like school, college,
support workers or day services. Their awareness about where to access support and confidence to plan their
next career move increased during the project timeline.



Becoming a WorkFit Co-trainer

At T3 the majority of candidates volunteered to become a co-trainer in employer training with 17 out of the
23 interviewed wanting to support WorkFit in this way and 11 of these being very confident to work with the
EDOs in this way. Over the whole project, 34 candidates volunteered to work alongside EDOs as co-trainers,
while 11 had already done some volunteering with an EDO in the North West. Candidates were keen to support
the project and speak about their experience as demonstrated at the conferences and through the project
evaluation.
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WorkFit candidates are aspiring to increase their levels of paid work (Outcome 2) and several have actually
increased their hours of paid work during the project. Employers reported that 11 out of the 13 candidates
who had the option to increase their hours of work wanted to work more hours. This equates to 85% of
candidates wanting to increase their hours, according to employers. Five preferred to work 6-10 hours, 3
preferred 11-16 hours, 2 wanted to work 11-16 hours and one did not specify.
Out of the candidates interviewed who had the option to increase their hours, 70% stated they wanted to
work more hours (Outcome 2B) demonstrating a high commitment to their working life and progressing their
career pathway. Most people wanted to work 6-10 hours more and two people wanted to work full-time
ultimately.
Nineteen candidates also shared at T2 that 74% of them were very confident to increase their hours at work,
(Outcome 2C). 21% of candidates were a bit confident and five per cent were not confident to increase their
hours. Later at the T3 stage of the evaluation, 70% were very confident and 30% a bit confident to increase
their hours out of the twenty candidates responding. This demonstrates an overall shift towards candidates
having the confidence to increase their working hours and shows that WorkFit enhances candidates’ ability
to aspire to do more. Some candidates had increased their working hours between T2 and T3 stages,
accounting for the slight drop in candidates wanting to increase their hours, because they were satisfied with
their current enhanced hours.
22 out of the 23 candidates interviewed stated they had taken on more responsibilities at work, which is the
equivalent of 96% of candidates, although the remaining candidate did state the question was not applicable
to him as he was no longer in his temporary role.
Candidates taking on more responsibilities include learning technical skills, for example, how to operate a
pump truck, learning how to do engraving and learning how to use computer software, to people skills, for
example, having responsibility for visitors while they are on site and taking food orders, making cocktails,
coffees and pulling pints.



More confidence and independence at work
“I do all my tasks independently. I picked up my tasks straight away and learnt to do them
independently. They asked me to work on a busy lunchtime because I was good at my tasks.”
WorkFit Candidate North East

All nineteen employers who were interviewed stated that their twenty-three candidates (100%) had
increased in confidence in their abilities at work and were working more independently than when they
started employment (Outcome 3C). This often took the shape of increased confidence in relationships and
communication with staff and customers, but also in candidates’ confidence to learn new tasks they had
seen other members of staff doing. Another way of demonstrating confidence was in the way candidates
initiated conversations, suggested new ways of working or took on more responsibilities, for example,
showing other people around their building or navigating tasks on their own.

“I like working because it gives me the chance to meet people and be more independent. I like
working with other people.”
WorkFit candidate, North East
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“My son’s work roles add structure to his week and have helped him to grow in confidence.”
Parent of a WorkFit candidate, North East

“Our candidate needed some structure and familiarity, and initially had a list of tasks, but is
now confident to flex around the needs of the café and doesn’t need a list.
He definitely gained in confidence, especially with customers, observing what others did he came
up with saying, “have a nice day” when they leave the cafe. He really enjoys talking to customers.
He takes menus and orders and chats to people.”
WorkFit Employer, Yorkshire and Humber

“He has built relationships and got to know people quickly, he is much more confident and
independent because he has asked to do different things. He has a particular interest in learning
spreadsheets and has asked to learn about how to do that. He welcomes people and shows them
around the building to do paper destruction; our candidate supervises them whilst they are in the
building.”
WorkFit Employer, North West

Candidates were reported by their employers to have grown in independence and confidence knowing their
routine and role and taking more initiative, for example, cleaning up without being asked, getting on with
their work without supervision, telling other staff what to do and navigating around the workplace.

4 Impact on Families
“It’s nice that there’s help out there. When you’re at the end of high school there is nothing going on.
It’s scary. It’s frightening. There’s nothing out there. WorkFit gives you confidence.”
Parent of WorkFit Candidate
Candidate’s families regularly report that WorkFit are the only organisation who have provided their son or
daughter with the support they needed to gain paid employment. Gary Bourlet, who has a learning disability
himself and founded Learning Disability England, a campaigning group and the People First self-advocacy
movement in the UK agrees ‘We could do with more supported employment’.10 Saba Salman in her recently
published book Made Possible states that the funding cuts in the public sector have meant that there are ‘fewer
council-funded supported employment projects to help learning-disabled people into work’ and that
‘successive welfare-to-work schemes haven’t really helped people with learning disabilities or been specifically
aimed at them’11. Parents’ comments reflect this difficult shortage of support from other organisations and
the frustration of organisations they have experienced in the past giving them no support or advice or telling
them there is no work for their child. Other parents have been told that their child is incapable of working,
when subsequently, through support from WorkFit, their child has gained paid permanent work. Or, as one
10

Made Possible, p 92, Saba Salman, (2020)

11

Ibid, p26
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local council told one parent ‘it’s hard enough to find ‘normal’ people jobs…’, demonstrating the extreme levels
of discrimination and lack of understanding about Down’s syndrome and the potential of individuals who have
Down’s syndrome to undertake paid work. Parents and carers are therefore coming to WorkFit often feeling
very disillusioned and with thwarted aspirations of their child’s opportunities to gain paid work or work
experience. The WorkFit team have transformed this view and have built up the confidence of not only the
candidate but also of their family.

“WorkFit are always there and act as liaison between family and work. He wouldn’t have got that
job without WorkFit. It’s good to know they’re there and now have good relationships with
employers.”
Parent of WorkFit Candidate, North West

“I haven’t had any other advice and I wouldn’t know where to get it. I’m not aware of any other
organization that does what WorkFit do.”
Parent of WorkFit Candidate, North West
WorkFit, therefore, is an essential project performing this much needed and requested support for securing
paid work for people with Down’s syndrome. The research, comments and experiences of families and people
with learning disabilities demonstrates there is a strong business case for the successful WorkFit model to
expand and be adopted more widely.
The candidate’s family form an essential part of the team supporting an individual with Down’s syndrome to
gain paid employment and therefore it is imperative they are on board and supported. This is one of the
reported successes of the WorkFit team and approach. Family members state that the EDOs provide excellent
communication, information and support and this promotes feelings of confidence and provides much needed
reassurance of their commitment and professionalism.

“WorkFit are always there, act as liaison and its reassuring they are there.”
Parent of a WorkFit Candidate, North West

“The support is excellent and has supported both us as parents, our son and the employers
and their staff - everybody in the team surrounding the person with Down’s syndrome. And
that is vital for the success of the employment. I think having a WorkFit advisor to advise
the employer is so important to ensure that employers get correct information at the time
they need it. As a parent I approached both the employers that my son has worked for. I
asked the question initially about the possibility of him getting work with them. Once that
question was asked and the possibility is there then it was a huge relief for me to be able
to tell the employers about WorkFit. It makes it “official” and not just some Mum wanting
a job for their son! It means that the employer now talks to and works with a professional
who is not biased, who has the correct information and who can answer those questions
which the employer may feel awkward asking a parent. And they will have help to set up
the placement - assessing the candidate, risk assessments, etc. all the stuff the employer
probably would neither know how to do or have time to do. Having WorkFit removes many
of the barriers which would be placed in the way of a person with Down’s syndrome getting
a job.”
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Parent of a WorkFit Candidate, North West
The unique supported employment model that WorkFit utilises has successfully gained employment for many
candidates across the north. WorkFit demonstrates that permanent paid work can be achieved by people with
Down’s syndrome who are given the right support. They have increased the number of people with Down’s
syndrome in permanent paid work, with over 15 candidates moving from work experience to permanent paid
roles during the project.

“WorkFit set it up differently with the buddy scheme, the buddy benefits because they are learning
skills and are supported by WorkFit, it is a quicker, better, more supportive integration. College
sent in support which made [him] stand out. Also, they did not know to advise about benefits. The
WorkFit approach integrates individuals into the work environment. They are engrossed in it and
don’t stand out.”
Parent of a WorkFit Candidate, North East
This parent commented on the way the WorkFit candidate is embedded in the workplace through the buddy
scheme, compared to an internship or college placement where an external mentor would come and go from
the workplace to support or advise. The parent felt this made her son stand out as different, which was
unhelpful and not what they wanted. Parents also commented on the benefits of work to their loved one’s
mental health and sense of well-being, inclusion and purpose.
“Work is good for your mental health. Going to work enables [him] to do clubs and breaks up the
time. Staying at home would not work for [him]. Work is really important in keeping stimulated,
valued and being a part of things. [He] sees his friend going to work. It’s important to continue
being included.”
Parent of a WorkFit Candidate, North East

Parents and people with Down’s syndrome recognise the importance of work to maintain a good, healthy,
purposeful life and feel included. Many mentioned the importance of their son or daughter being just the
same as their brothers or sisters who go out to work. Another parent felt that it was more suitable for
professionals like WorkFit to help her son find paid work rather than herself. Some parents had tried
unsuccessfully to gain their son or daughter paid work and only found success when they were introduced to
WorkFit.
“It’s useful to have WorkFit because the employers feel like they have back up. I’ve tried to get
jobs before, and they have never worked out for long. I got a job at Costa and WRVS at the hospital
and helping a friend out at a garage and at a hairdresser. I ask friends of friends. It worked at
[name of restaurant] because WorkFit were involved. The people I asked used to make excuses
and mention insurance or say it’s too busy as a reason to not pay him. People wouldn’t give him a
chance. They were happy to give him work experience but when we asked if he could get paid,
they gave excuses!”
Parent of a WorkFit Candidate, North East
Family members can see that the professional support WorkFit give to employers through the training,
information and advice, being approachable and good communication is imperative for placements to
succeed and turn into paid work.
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Parents shared how they had benefitted from hearing from other family members and people with Down’s
syndrome at the annual conferences. This parent sums up their experience of a WorkFit conference.
“So fantastic to hear the wonderful employers, who despite their initial concerns, gave young
people with Down’s syndrome a chance. Inclusivity and diversity are not just “buzz words” – they
are essential to a healthy workplace and community. Thank you.”
Parent of a WorkFit Candidate North East
Parents found the conferences motivating, inspiring and uplifting. One parent commented that the employee’s
presentations demonstrated how much confidence the candidates had gained through WorkFit. Another
parent found the event impacted her personally saying that the conference
“…opened my eyes to possible opportunities. As a parent, you often feel isolated and alone.
Today I feel there are opportunities ahead and people willing to help. Thank you.”
Parent of a WorkFit Candidate North West
Many parents felt encouraged by hearing the WorkFit stories at the conferences. It helped them imagine what
they could help their child aim for, saying that it was ‘motivating that with a little work it is more than possible
that my daughter will find supported employment.’ Parents are supported and encouraged to believe in a
positive future for their son or daughter and see that work opportunities are available and possible.
Family members at the Local Support Network saw WorkFit as being a specialised, supportive, friendly,
inspirational and dedicated team, which focusses on candidates and employers being happy. One of the twelve
families attending described WorkFit as a ‘godsend’ that ‘filled a gap’ and ‘opened doors for opportunities’.
One parent rather wonderfully described WorkFit as ‘an extra arm around us’ showing the level of support
parents not only feel they need but also feel they benefit from. They view WorkFit as ‘experts in their field’
who follow through and get results. Parents at the event said they would recommend WorkFit and several had
already recommended WorkFit to businesses, schools and colleges.
Families’ aspirations for their young person are to be happy and fulfilled and to have a ‘typical life’ including
having paid work and living independently with a good social circle, relationships and a feeling of belonging.
They could see that the next steps for their young person would be to have a paid job, live independently,
make friends and develop their career as well as increasing in independence and confidence.
WorkFit has clearly enabled parents to feel inspired and their expectations in some cases had increased. Some
parents had been given negative messages about their child’s abilities and WorkFit has helped to dispel these
negatives and promote positive messages and aspirations alongside seeing real changes. For example, parents
were told their child would never talk or believed their child would never get a paid job. One family member
said she ‘can’t praise WorkFit enough’ having been told her child would never get a paid job, he now has a
permanent paid position in a job that he loves. Carers have often been supporting their loved one for a long
time and are relieved that there is some help available.
Families fed back that WorkFit has led to their son or daughter to benefit from:
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increased confidence and self-esteem
building relationships with colleagues, having a better social life and becoming more sociable
learning new skills and knowledge, and transferring skills outside of work
increased independence, including independent travel
being more conscientious and committed
having more to talk about leading to better conversations
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improved speech and language
improved mental health
increased motivation
being more open to trying new things
being more included in society
having more money and more autonomy and choice with their own money.

The benefits of the WorkFit programme are all encompassing, establishing WorkFit as a life changing
experience for many and certainly providing advancement both on a personal, educational and career level.
Family members reported that they feel supported by the WorkFit team who are approachable and
enthusiastic and that there is excellent communication between all parties. Parents benefit from being
included in the WorkFit process and grow in confidence by seeing the workplace, having a good relationship
with the employer, being able to give input to support their family member at work and knowing what is going
on. Employers also benefit knowing that parents are happy. Family members report that being involved means
it is ‘less scary for parents to ‘let go’’.
“WorkFit have been so supportive to us as parents, my son and the two employers he has worked
with so far. The WorkFit advisor was like the scaffolding supporting us all and making it possible for
our son to have the chance to succeed in the workplace. Both placements went extremely well, and
the next step is a paid job - a normal thing which most people aspire to.”
Parent of a WorkFit Candidate, North West
Parents state that they feel less isolated because of WorkFit. Their experience is one of feeling good and
fulfilled that their child with Down’s syndrome has a paid job just like their siblings. With regards to placements,
parents fed back that the buddy system is brilliant and that it is good to have one key contact at the workplace.
WorkFit makes transition from school to adulthood ‘much easier’ and ‘lightens the load’ for family members.
These observations demonstrate how the leadership of WorkFit has enabled the team to provide the correct
culture for candidates and their families to be supported appropriately.
Parents see there is a clear need for WorkFit to secure more funding and increase their team of EDOs to reduce
the wait time for candidates to get their first placement or a new placement.
This feedback was gathered during the evaluation process. It demonstrates how much candidate’s value paid
work and their work colleagues and also how their parents benefit and see the development of their family
member’s skills, on a personal and a professional level.
“I love my new job; I would like to become a Health & Safety trainer. All the staff have been
very nice, and I have learnt how to say good morning in lots of different languages. I like it
when my boss comes to see me working. I like to work hard and keep focused. I feel very
proud to work on the bailer.”
WorkFit Candidate, North West
“I am so proud of [my son] ... I have to thank the EDO for all [her] support and dedication
to make this a successful placement. None of this would be happening without [her] and
WorkFit.”
Parent of a WorkFit Candidate, North East
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“WorkFit have been incredibly enabling for our son to find successful paid employment. He
thoroughly enjoys his work. The staff have been welcoming, flexible and determined to ‘get it
right’. We have felt so supported in the process and feel optimistic that our son will continue to
extend his skills and knowledge in his work. Thank you to all involved. We are so proud.”
Parent of a WorkFit Candidate, Yorkshire and Humberside
Family members engaging in the evaluation have reported the removal of barriers and prejudice by engaging
with the WorkFit North project.
One parent commented on how some employers might feel embarrassed to ask about Down’s syndrome and
worry about if something goes wrong if they have a candidate on placement. Parents know that WorkFit will
provide the answer to all of their questions and encourage colleagues to be open and honest to overcome
their lack of knowledge.
Parents report they have experienced a positive and supportive team with WorkFit, who have not only
exceeded expectations, but have increased their confidence and their child’s work prospects, skills and
future career opportunities. Just under 300 individuals, including family carers, now know where they can go
to for help regarding employment, which exceeds the year 3 target for Outcome 2.
Parents look to WorkFit for their unique supported employment offer for many reasons including inspiration,
professional specialised support, finding suitable employers, information and advice, boosting their aspiration
for their son or daughter, peer support, confidence, reassurance and finding a sense of purpose and hope for
their loved one. Sadly, another reason is that other organisations had let them down. The following parents
express their aspirations for their children:
“To have a paid job which he enjoys, and which makes him happy, where he works with other people
and is part of the team. Ideally a job in his local community.”
Parent of a WorkFit Candidate, North West
“To continue working in the café, and to become increasingly competent and independent. We
never imagined that [our daughter] would be able to obtain paid employment and we are
impressed with how she has learnt the various roles that she has been asked to undertake.
WorkFit has made what we thought was unachievable achievable. It has made a young person
with a learning disability and speech and language difficulties into a happy working person.”
Parent of a WorkFit Candidate, Yorkshire and Humber
“To be as independent as he is able to be. To find a job which he enjoys and where his skills and
abilities are supported and valued. To be accepted and be happy. He wants to leave home, have
his own place to share with friends (or a partner/girlfriend), have a job and to be healthy.”
Parent of a WorkFit Candidate, North West

5 Impact on Employers, co-workers and mentors
“Every time we take someone on who is different as an organisation, we broaden our horizons and
understanding.” WorkFit Employer
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This section assesses the impact of the WorkFit North project on employers and co-workers in terms of the
three key objectives in this area, which were employers offering further vacancies through WorkFit;
reporting that their employees with Down’s syndrome have sustained their employment and that people
with Down’s syndrome are working more independently in the workplace. Employers were also asked about
how their attitude towards employing a person with Down’s syndrome had changed.
Nineteen employers took part in the evaluation process. Most were interviewed on the telephone with two
preferring to complete a questionnaire. Common themes emerged including:










the value of support from WorkFit
how WorkFit training impacts success
the experience of supporting a WorkFit candidate
how WorkFit enables employers to offer more placements
WorkFit candidates as valued members of staff
the importance of appropriate communication skills
the importance of events and conferences to enable potential employers to see how WorkFit
benefits the individual, their family, the employer and the community
changed attitudes towards people with Down’s syndrome and how this impacts communities.

Support from the WorkFit team, communication and meeting expectations
“WorkFit helped me understand what we could and couldn’t do and made sure the job was safe and
that the candidate was satisfied with their role too. Putting all those elements in place and making sure
we had thought about everything and our work assessments to make sure everyone was comfortable
was not easy, so WorkFit really helped.” WorkFit Employer

Support from the WorkFit team is regularly expressed as of fundamental importance to make the placement
work smoothly. Employers were very happy with the quality of the training from WorkFit and appreciated
the regular, proactive contact from the EDOs once the placement had started. Employers were impressed by
the passion, insight and speed in which questions were attended to and responses provided. EDOs were
described as exceptional, their knowledge and the training were noted as brilliant, and the support by email
or phone was constantly accessible. The reassurance the EDOs provided was also regularly cited by
employers as important in building their confidence.
“Nothing is too much trouble we can email and ask questions. There is support on the end of the
phone, any advice we need is always there.”
WorkFit Employer, North West

“I think WorkFit have been brilliant, I’ve never dealt with a company that’s been so straight forward.
Every time we’ve had a question it’s been answered. Every time something has needed doing it’s
been done straight away. They have talked us through things step by step.
The key is that they put so much leg work in at the beginning, they really know their candidates,
they know their strengths and weaknesses so even before we met our candidate, they could direct
us and guide us which saved us a lot of time later on. There was a lot of preparation before we met
our candidate, so we felt confident before we met him.”
WorkFit Employer, North West
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Overcoming initial reservations is a common theme in the evaluation, however, the WorkFit staff support
employers through the whole process of employing a WorkFit candidate and employers all stated that the
team quashed any fears they may have had.
“I think it is about being open-minded and not being frightened of the opportunity of taking
someone on. Until you’ve done it you don’t realise the benefits you get from it from the individual
and the teams as well. Everybody gets something out of it. That’s the key. “
WorkFit Employer, Yorkshire and Humber
To make the placement a good work ‘fit’ the EDO spends time getting to know the qualities and skills each
individual has to offer. This is reflected in the success of the placements and satisfaction by candidates, family
members and employers alike. All 19 employers stated they would recommend WorkFit to other employers
with 16 highly recommending WorkFit. Several employers specifically mentioned the professionalism of the
WorkFit team and recommendations similar to the one below were common.
“Very professional support, I would totally advocate WorkFit for anyone doing it for the support
you get and the training, emails and phone calls to check everything was alright. They came out to
see how our candidate was doing quite often.”
WorkFit Employer, North West
Communication was regularly cited as a key to the success of the WorkFit project for employers. Speed of
response was important: WorkFit supports employers to improve their communication, for example, learning
how to give feedback in a positive way to improve the performance of their candidate. Employers regularly
commented that the easily accessible and swift support from the EDO was invaluable promoting confidence in
communication and problem solving.
“We were able to give WorkFit a call and get help whenever we needed. We were not left to manage
alone. It feels like an ongoing relationship.”
WorkFit Employer, North West
Another quality appreciated by employers was the clarity of information shared by the EDO with the employer.
This included expectations of their candidate, what would happen, the support on offer and information about
their candidate and how to best support them, including problem solving if any issues arose.
Employers also appreciated the liaison between themselves and their candidate’s family. WorkFit staff
helped communication flow smoothly and assisted in helping employers look for solutions to any problems.
They also helped candidates meet the expectations of their role. One stated that without the support of the
EDO their candidate’s placement would have potentially broken down, but through the advice, constant
support, training and information the placement kept going.
“It’s worked really well. Our candidate is a good part of the team. WorkFit did the training, then
introduced us to our candidate. It was simple straightforward and supportive. Having the EDO as a
link with WorkFit our candidate and her family was good. Our EDO was lovely to work with she
understood our business quite well. In a commercial environment she understood what we needed
regarding health and safety and our business.”
WorkFit Employer, Yorkshire and Humber



Confidence to offer further placements

Many employers realise the benefits of having a WorkFit employee as they see the positive impact it has on
their team, the workplace and the community. Several employers have gone on to offer another placement
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or recommend WorkFit to other employers, or both. They want to share a positive message about the
benefits of a WorkFit placement and encourage other employers.
“Take people on a placement and see what people are capable of. It might take more effort but
why can’t we do it? Give people a chance and see what they can do. We should make time for
people to learn.”
WorkFit Employer, North West
The evaluation process found that to succeed and feel confident employers report they need information,
support, reassurance and advice to enable them to offer initial placements. The WorkFit team offer a
comprehensive support package to employers and once an employer has had a placement and seen how the
support operates, they often feel confident to offer further placements. An employer in Yorkshire &
Humberside, for example, offered one placement and subsequently offered a further two opportunities
having seen how well people with Down’s syndrome contribute to their workplace.
The support from the WorkFit team not only to the employer but also to the candidate make retention
possible and this builds confidence to establish further placements. This has resulted in several employers
stating that they would consider offering further vacancies through WorkFit, fulfilling Outcome 1B, that
employers consider offering further vacancies through WorkFit. In total 17 out of the total 19 employers
interviewed stated they would like to offer further placements. This equates to 89% of employers agreeing
they want to offer further placements. One employer wanted to offer another placement but felt unable to
due to their current situation, which increases the percentage of employers wanting to offer future
placements to 95%.
“I have recommended WorkFit. We have 220 sites in the UK, and I have spread the word across the
company. We will soon have WorkFit candidates at 20 sites after the lockdown finishes. I have
recommended WorkFit at conferences and spoken at conferences. We made a video about our
WorkFit candidates.”
WorkFit Employer, North West
One employer in the North West attended a WorkFit conference and said the experience gave her ‘… one last
push to take this forward’, meaning that the inspiration from listening to employers and candidates had
spurred her on to offer a placement. Potential employees fed back that it was great to get an overview of
WorkFit and the support the team offers through attending a conference. In this informal space, employers
met potential candidates and their parents. It could clearly be seen how the WorkFit team had put careful
thought into each event which enabled more potential placements and employment opportunities to be
offered. The conferences are also a space where candidates are enabled to express themselves and inspire
employers in the room to see beyond the disability to the person beyond.
One attendee commented how great it was to see the passion of the WorkFit team to get their candidates paid
work and several employers fed back that the WorkFit presentations inspired them to think about what they
can do as a company, saying ‘everyone benefits from the partnerships’.
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Training

WorkFit training is provided to all employers and employees who will be working with the new colleague,
which builds confidence, understanding and knowledge about Down’s syndrome and how to support a
colleague. It enables those attending to ask questions, dispel myths and misconceptions, address any
concerns and build competency. The training had impact on many employers, they stated:
“The training helped us understand the needs of adults with Down’s syndrome. The trainer
was very clear, concise and made the training interesting.”
Employer, Yorkshire and Humber
WorkFit training equipped staff with confidence to welcome their new colleague. Staff commented that it was
reassuring that the EDO was committed to supporting them and their colleague who has Down’s syndrome for
the length of the placement. Co-workers said they had a better understanding of people’s needs and emotions.
Employers shared how they have personally benefitted in ways, which they believe, have had an impact on
improving their own performance.
“Training [our WorkFit candidate] has been a great learning curve for me. Thanks to the
support…from WorkFit, it’s reminded me how to evaluate what I do in order to provide
better training… for any trainee. It has also taught me to use patience, understanding and
observation to find better ways of delivering the training in order to meet [our WorkFit
candidate’s] needs, as well as those of his work buddies.”
WorkFit Employer Yorkshire and Humber

Being able to ‘ask any question’ was regularly stated to encourage the employer and co-workers to
gain confidence and reduce any anxiety around having a WorkFit candidate. Learning how to
communicate with their candidate was another really important benefit co-workers gained through
the training. For example, colleagues learnt how to know when to ask if their candidate needed help
or how to check if their candidate was doing well.
Alongside communication employers also learnt about their learning profile, health considerations
and diversity more generally and realised that their original concerns about having a candidate with
Down’s syndrome were unfounded.



WorkFit candidates as valued members of staff
“We needed someone who is consistent in the work, understands the task and gets on with it and our
candidate did exactly that. He puts some of our staff to shame, he gets on with the work, he’s a hard
worker.”
WorkFit Employer Yorkshire and Humber

Employers speak very highly of WorkFit candidates, their enthusiasm, hard work and dedication, and value
their input into the workforce and organisation. Some employers commented that their candidate could do
quite a bit more than they had first anticipated and were impressed and even shocked by their ability and work
ethic.
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“He’s going to put us all out of a job, he’s a lot quicker than us! He’s a great guy who just
gets on with it!”
WorkFit Employee, North West
“He works hard, he is a part of the team. He is punctual, he is always early, he leaves on
time. He comes in and sets up the bar. He collects ice and stock from the cellar and chats
with people. He does serve in the bar when it’s quiet. He has a fantastic work ethic.”
WorkFit Employer, North West
“He is a role model for my staff; his punctuality, his work ethic. He has grown from being
very shy to being confident greeting customers. He works independently. He’s a
trailblazer!”
WorkFit Employer, North West
These comments confirm the national research that people with learning disabilities make excellent
employees12. It is acknowledged that people with learning disabilities are reliable, punctual, retain their
employment for a long time and have a positive impact on staff morale, all of which benefit the employer.13
“WorkFit placed a member of staff in the café...It is the first time she has been in paid employment
and her presence has greatly enhanced staff well-being, the customer experience, and the general
atmosphere in the café.”
WorkFit Employer, Yorkshire and Humber
Employers benefit when they employ people with a learning disability through improved overall productivity
and cost-effectiveness, as the research demonstrates.14
The WorkFit approach also offers additional positive impacts for employers by educating and enabling them
to have a wider influence in their industry sector. Employers on the WorkFit programme realise how much
they benefit and often want to tell others about their discovery.
“I did a presentation to the Royal College of Engineering about how having a WorkFit candidate
had changed the company and how we had benefitted and how I had benefitted. This happened
mainly because I’ve worked with [our candidate]. We have also done a student placement for
people with autism on the back of working with WorkFit.”
WorkFit Employer, North West
Some employers noted that their candidate’s colleagues had missed them during the Covid-19 pandemic as a
majority of candidates were furloughed or in self-isolation. Co-workers are reported to have built good rapport
with WorkFit candidates and are considered part of the team with 100% of employers reporting that their
colleague who has Down’s syndrome is fully integrated into their team.

12

Beyer, S and Beyer, A, 2017, A Systematic Review of the Literature on the Benefits for Employers of Employing People with Learning Disabilities,
p18
13
Ibid, p22-23
14 Ibid, 19-20
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“Our candidate is a breath of fresh air. He’s been a joy. The team look forward to working with him.
As much as he’s given to us, we’re getting back from him. It’s been a very good experience and
continues to be so.”
WorkFit Employer, Yorkshire and Humber
Employers reported that 100% of candidates for whom this was applicable (14) had sustained their
employment, (Outcome 1C). Whilst 100% of candidates (23) were also reported to be working more
independently than when they began employment. Employers stated their candidates were more
autonomous, more confident, coming up with their own solutions in the workplace, talking to customers,
knowing their tasks and using their initiative.



Changed attitudes towards people with Down’s syndrome

Pam Bebbington, a freelance consultant and expert by experience working for a user led self-advocacy
organisation, when asked by Saba Salman about what would make the biggest difference to the lives of
people with learning disabilities said without hesitation, ‘The attitudes need to change’15. When asked how
working with someone with Down’s syndrome had changed their attitudes to people with Down’s syndrome
84% of WorkFit employers (16 out of 19) said that their attitude had changed in a positive way. The
remaining three employers said that their attitude had not changed because they already knew people with
Down’s syndrome and were aware of how to support someone, how to communicate well and were keen to
employ someone with Down’s syndrome into paid work. Employers reported that their experience had
enhanced their view of disabled people generally including people with Down’s syndrome, proving Pam’s
point. One said, ‘it has given me the tools to interact with confidence with people with Down’s syndrome’,
while another co-worker commented,
“I’ve learnt to treat someone with Down’s syndrome the same as everyone else. He’s a grown
man. He’s great. I’ve learnt to treat adults as adults.”
WorkFit Buddy, North West
Others could see how their employee with Down’s syndrome had made a positive impact on the community
as well as in their teams, influencing customers and members of the public alike.
One North West employer reported increased confidence when communicating with people with Down’s
syndrome when asked how his attitude had changed, he said,
“A lot actually, I am naturally quite shy and quiet, but this has broadened my horizons. When I
went to the open evening at Stockport, I was worried about being patronizing and was unsure how
to communicate with people with Down’s syndrome, so getting to know our candidate has given
me confidence.”
WorkFit Employer, North West
Employers learnt more about Down’s syndrome and found that attitudes particularly of their younger staff
members were altered stating ‘they now know how to speak to people’ and accept people as the same as
everyone else.

15

Made Possible, p28, Saba Salman, (2020)
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“Sometimes customers were surprised that we had someone with Down’s syndrome, and I saw
their attitudes change when they saw us chatting to our candidate normally.”
WorkFit Employer, Yorkshire and Humber
“I think a lot of the younger staff now would have the confidence to talk to someone with a
disability, I don’t think any one of them would be phased again. Meeting our candidate and
laughing with him has shown them he is exactly the same. He likes swimming, going out for tea,
watching football.”
WorkFit Employer, North West
The evaluation showed that many staff were as equally invested in the WorkFit project and their candidate
as their employer was. Co-workers and mentors learnt and changed as a result of having a person with
Down’s syndrome in their organisation.
Working with a colleague with Down’s syndrome also changed employees’ attitudes, helped them to develop
as individuals and learn how to communicate with the candidate, for example, learning to speak
directly to them and not addressing comments to a buddy or other person supporting them. Teams
also reported enjoying spending time with their candidate. Staff asked to become a WorkFit buddy in
some cases and in others spoke about looking forward to the days the candidate was working and
missing them when they were not there.

“I think it has changed the attitudes of our staff. I think there are lots more colleagues not involved
with our candidate who have asked if they could get involved in the future as a buddy.”
WorkFit Employer, Yorkshire and Humber

“The best thing is that his life has changed. My life has changed. I get something out of it.”
WorkFit Buddy, North West
Employers and co-workers see how everyone’s lives are changed positively by having someone with Down’s
syndrome in their workplace. In one instance the employer in an educational setting for young people felt
the impact of having someone with Down’s syndrome in paid work in their workplace had not only impacted
the staff but also the next generation.
“Employing our candidate has not only been good for him but it has also been good for us too. It
has broadened staff’s understanding of people with Down’s syndrome but most importantly, it has
been beneficial for the children in terms of their understanding, familiarity and thoughtfulness for
people with needs. It has worked for us all. He has made a big impact on the life of [our
organisation]”.
Some employees were really concerned about working alongside a person who has Down’s syndrome, so the
training offered a way of alleviating concerns by enabling all staff to ask questions so that knowledge was
shared and attitudes changed.
These observations begin to unpick the real discrimination that exists in society which prevents people with
Down’s syndrome having equal access to paid work. It begins to demonstrate the power of WorkFit to
change hearts and minds and open doors to equality for people with Down’s syndrome. Similarly, this North
West employer stated about their WorkFit experience:
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“It’s made me think about people with a disability more as people so has stopped me stigmatizing
people with a disability. We all have different skills. It’s changed my attitude towards people with
a disability. People are just people. I understand where people get the fear and the stigma from.”
Having a WorkFit candidate awoke some employers’ awareness to how much people with Down’s syndrome
can achieve. Recognising the skills people with Down’s syndrome have to offer the workplace was a major
shift in thinking for a number of employers.



Valuing Equality and Diversity

Employers have had their attitudes changed by the WorkFit programme about who they will look to recruit in
the future, learning that a diverse team of employees benefits the individual, the company and the public.

“Having been introduced to the WorkFit programme it has completely changed my view on hiring
people with disabilities and I would now actively encourage others to employ people with
disabilities.”
WorkFit Employer, Yorkshire and Humber
“WorkFit gave us more understanding of Down’s syndrome. We have people in our store who
have different disabilities. It was a good eye opener to understand how to work alongside
someone with Down’s syndrome.”
WorkFit Employer, Yorkshire and Humber
Equality was also important for many employers clearly stating that they wanted their candidate to be
treated the same as any other employee, with one employer from the North West recommending the EDOs
advice to ‘treat people as another member of the team’. Another employer felt it was imperative that their
team viewed them as equal.
Discrimination was mentioned by a few employers as a barrier into paid work for people with Down’s
syndrome. One employer said about his experience of WorkFit:
“It’s been really great. It’s great WorkFit help get these placements. It’s sad that WorkFit needs to
exist in this day and age, there is still so much stigma, seeing disability on a CV lends to prejudice
sadly. People judge and decide what people can and cannot do without asking.”
WorkFit Employer North West
Employers recognise the value of WorkFit to help establish paid work for people with Down’s syndrome,
seeing stigma and discrimination as a barrier and reflecting the general population with learning disabilities’
experience of trying to get a paid job. Less than 6% of people with learning disabilities known to social
services had paid work in 201916 but 65% of people with learning disabilities want paid work17. In 2019, the
government announced a new National Disability Strategy with a ‘renewed commitment to reduce the
disability employment gap with the goal to see an increase of 1 million disabled people in work’ by 2027,

16

17

https://www.base-uk.org/employment-rates
Valuing Employment Now; real jobs for people with learning disabilities, p2, Department of Health, (2009)
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18

building on their ambition in Improving the Life Chances of Disabled People19 for all disabled people to be in
paid work and for equality for all disabled people by 2025. WorkFit, with the correct investment, has been
recommended by WorkFit employers to be ideally placed to provide supported employment to fulfil this
aspiration.



Impact on Stakeholders

Feedback from professionals was gained at WorkFit conferences across the 3 years of the project, with 161
professionals attending the seven events. Professionals from social care, education, health, supported
employment, local government and central government found the presentations thought provoking, engaging,
informative, moving, motivating, and inspiring. Stakeholders valued networking with fellow colleagues around
supported employment, one stating they ‘now have contacts to help make employment happen’. Professionals
wanted to see changes to policy to enable more people to have experiences similar to the WorkFit candidates.
Stakeholders commented that the WorkFit programme has given them brilliant insight into how employers
can support someone with Down’s syndrome to get paid work.
The conferences and broader work the team have undertaken has engaged 217 organisations and has enabled
an aspirational and intentional message regarding equal opportunities for paid work for people with Down’s
syndrome to be disseminated. Stakeholders have been supported and enabled to take the next step towards
offering a WorkFit placement.
The WorkFit team updated stakeholders regularly throughout the project via various media channels including
general news and activities through Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn. Project updates were communicated
through the WorkFit newsletter, The Journal magazine and Down 2 Earth magazines. The WorkFit website also
provides a central location for stakeholders to find out more about WorkFit, access resources and read about
the inspiring experiences of WorkFit candidates so they can take part. www.dsworkfit.org.uk/
These approaches to engagement have enabled the WorkFit team to deliver more opportunities and a breadth
of placements suitable to candidates’ needs.

6 Conclusions
18

https://www.disabilityrightsuk.org/news/2019/december/government-announces-plans-national-disability-strategy

19

Improving the Life Chances of Disabled People, Prime minister’s strategy unit (2005)
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“There is a lot more in our gift than we realise. We have to realise the privilege and use it and reach
down and make it happen yourself. People with Down’s syndrome can add tremendous value. It’s
value you can’t buy, and you won’t get through traditional recruitment.”
WorkFit Employer



Impact of WorkFit North on people with Down’s syndrome and their families
“We are more alike than different. Having Down’s syndrome does not stop me enjoying life or stop
me being a part of the community like anyone else.”
WorkFit Candidate

The qualitative interviews have shown that sustained work placements through WorkFit are delivering very
good experiences for people with Down’s syndrome in terms of having a job that they enjoy and for which
they have an aptitude. People are positively more engaged in their community having more opportunities
and contacts through work including new friendships, social activities and a wider social network. People
have more positive life experiences and opportunities, taking up hobbies, activities and fulfilling ambitions.
They are aware of different work options and ways of getting support to further their careers and achieve
their goals.
Candidates generally have a high number of activities outside of work; including scout leading and sports
coaching, drama, swimming at international competition level, volunteering in their community, arts, drama
and music. These sometimes seem to impact on individuals’ preferences for a lower number of working
hours, but health, stamina, personal aspiration and benefits also influence these decisions. Most candidate’s
social lives stayed the same during the daytime and evening, but twelve out of twenty-two respondents said
they had made new friends at work which equated to 55% of candidates.
The interviews have produced exceedingly positive feedback from families on the work of the EDOs. There is
very little evidence that this has been achieved with help from any other organisations or agencies, apart
from WorkFit North, and people and their families feel there is a dearth of options for employment support.
They cite finding placements, liaison with employers, advice and support about benefits and continued
contact and reassurance as some of the major benefits to WorkFit’s unique way of supporting people with
Down’s syndrome into employment. Many families commented on how important having a job and sense of
purpose was for their family member’s mental health and well-being. The aspirations of parents for their
family members have also been challenged, developed and enhanced as a result of being in contact with
WorkFit.
The passion demonstrated by WorkFit candidates and families can also be seen in the civil rights campaigner
Gary Bourlet’s words,
“I want people to have not just a job but also a career…but jobs for learning-disabled people aren’t
ever talked about in terms of professions. It they were, it could change how everyone sees us.”20



20

Impact of WorkFit North on employers

Made Possible, p92, Saba Salman, (2020)
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“They’re just people who want to go to work, the same as I want to go to work. They may have
different boundaries and different abilities. You need to change to accommodate different
people.”
WorkFit Employer
More employers are offering further work placements and generally feel more confident to offer
placements. They find that WorkFit candidates enhance and benefit their workplace and organisation whilst
having a broader positive impact on the community. Employers find having a WorkFit candidate brings a
valuable diversity that is impossible to ‘buy’ or gain via traditional recruitment channels. Employers are
recommending WorkFit within their own organisation, to professional bodies and wider stakeholders,
thereby demonstrating the strong business case for extending the WorkFit programme across the country
and for WorkFit to support more members of society from diverse groups into paid work.
Employees have had their attitudes changed, have learnt about people with Down’s syndrome, feel more
confident to communicate with, include and support disabled people and be with disabled people.
The clear message from employers is that people with Down’s syndrome make good workers and they
appreciate the further benefits of having people with Down’s syndrome in their workforce affords, including
good public relations and customer reaction. Employers also comment on the satisfaction of seeing people
learn, develop and grow into their work roles.
All employers on the WorkFit programme would consider employing another person with Down’s syndrome
in the future, given a conducive financial situation post Covid-19, a vacant position and availability of support
from WorkFit. The conclusion is that WorkFit has massive potential to expand and a striking business case
can be made to promote the exclusive WorkFit supported employment model further afield and for more
disabled people and candidates from diverse groups in society to benefit from their expertise.



Wider Impact and Added Value

Feedback from candidates, family members and employers formed a valuable part of the qualitative evaluation
of the project. The WorkFit team is committed to an ethos of continuous improvement and has demonstrated
a keenness to listen to feedback from families and stakeholders by holding regular events throughout the
project. Feedback helps the team understand their candidates’ ambitions and motivations, which are
imperative to the success of WorkFit placements. The views of employers and professionals equally add to
their understanding of the employment climate, supported employment and future opportunities.
Employers often mentioned offering a placement meant their organisation was ‘offering something back’ to
society by making a difference in their community.

“I absolutely would recommend WorkFit to other people, it helped us to feel good and do good and
realise that we are making a difference to people in the area. Our whole ethos is about reaching
communities and this was a different way of doing that.”
WorkFit Employer, North West
WorkFit conferences played an important role in the evaluation of the project and added value to the overall
project by educating, raising awareness, understanding and a realisation of the massive potential that all
partners can offer.
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Employers state that having a person with Down’s syndrome does actually add value to the team and the
public’s experience, overall enhancing their business.
“Our candidate has added value to our business. He ‘grounds’ the staff. We want to be very inclusive
and we want everyone to feel welcome. He puts people at ease straight away. He’s got energy and
happiness.”
WorkFit Employer, North East
Employers have also discovered how their employee with Down’s syndrome complements their workforce in
a different way as well being a highly valued member of their team. Ninety-two per cent of consumers
interviewed in a large study felt more favourable towards companies that hired people with disabilities. With
87% specifically agreeing that they would prefer to give their business to companies that employ people with
disabilities21. WorkFit employers are therefore realising the benefits of their decision to employ a person with
Down’s syndrome in ways, which add value to their business.



Sustainability

WorkFit candidates retained 100% of paid work opportunities during the project, which demonstrates that
the model works and supports both the candidates to succeed in securing sustainable work and the
employers to offer permanent positions to candidates.
Employers believe the unique WorkFit model could benefit more people with learning disabilities and disabled
people generally alongside other diverse groups who might struggle to gain employment in certain sectors.
They believe WorkFit can support them to gain a diverse workforce whom they would struggle to enlist via
traditional recruitment routes. One employer stated:
“I genuinely think the way WorkFit do this is so helpful I wonder if there is an opportunity to ‘sell’
the model to other charities.”
WorkFit Employer, North West
Employers strongly believe WorkFit has the right model and the team have the skills to act as consultants to
industries and organisations to assist them in recruiting a diverse workforce. This concept could have great
potential and could be vital to assist more people with Down’s syndrome and disabilities to engage in paid
work.



Concluding Comments
“It has definitely changed my attitude, you don’t realise until you work with someone with Down’s
syndrome, they are the same.”
WorkFit Employer North West

The WorkFit North programme has transformed the lives of people with Down’s syndrome through positive
social change by addressing unemployment. It is helping to build a fair and equal society where the potential

21

Beyer and Beyer (2017) A systematic review of the literature on the benefits for employers of employing people with learning disabilities, p24
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of all people is fully realised, improving candidates’ quality of life and boosting economic prosperity, social
wellbeing and health.
Candidates say that their life has changed dramatically for the better by having a paid job, feeling happier,
having increased wellbeing, confidence and independence as well as spending power. Dreams have been
fulfilled for people with Down’s syndrome and their families because of WorkFit.
Families and employers speak very highly of the team, their commitment and their flexible support. Employers
value the unique WorkFit approach, the personalised training and support from the team and the strong
relationships they have developed.
Stakeholders and employers regularly recommend that more funding become available for more WorkFit staff
so that more placements in more areas can be achieved. Often employers are so passionate about WorkFit
that they promote the project within their organisation and externally.
WorkFit is also having a wider impact on people’s beliefs and aspirations for people with Down’s Syndrome as
the testimonies of the candidates, employers and families has shown within this report. WorkFit has
challenged discrimination and supported the fight for inclusion and an equal society from a position of
promoting the benefits and advantages for all involved.
Traditionally reported barriers22 to work for people with learning disabilities include lack of paid work and the
opportunity to gain skills; where people live; transport; lack of quality support to get and keep employment;
lack of understanding and education amongst all stakeholders including employers, family carers, schools and
colleges, support providers and people with a disability themselves. Other barriers23 including those cited by
WorkFit candidates are the benefits system; issues relating to access including physical access and equipment;
legal structures and company procedures; recruitment processes including online applications and interview
procedures. Lack of aspiration and discrimination are seen in some of the families’ experiences as barriers.
Professionals have told some parents their child will not succeed in the world of paid work. Parents also
mentioned lack of support for both employers and potential employees as barriers.
For people with Down’s syndrome to gain paid employment and boost the national statistic of less than 6% of
people with learning disabilities known to their local authority in England24 having some form of paid work,
supported employment is vital. Hatton25 compares this to a paid employment rate of 74.5% of the working
age population of the UK as a whole in May-July 2016. WorkFit’s unique supported employment model has
played a vital role towards fulfilling the government agenda to raise the number of disabled people in paid
work. It provides essential support to all stakeholders to enable positive outcomes, which help reverse the
current trend, as seen in figure 7 below, of a decrease in the number of people with learning disabilities in paid
work.

22

Morgan, H, Beyer, S, 2005, Employment and People with Learning Disabilities A Policy Briefing, Foundation for People with Learning Disabilities

23

Campbell, M, Wittram, A, Jolly, P, Fuller, J, 2015, Pathways to Success: progression pathways for learners with learning difficulties or disabilities,
Petroc
24
HSCIC, 2015, Measures from the Adult Social Care Outcomes Framework: England 2014-15
25

Hatton, C, 2016, https://chrishatton.blogspot.com/2016/10/an-employment-gap-as-big-as-ritz_18.html
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Figure 7 Rates of Employment of adults with learning disabilities 18-64 years 2010-2019

Mainstream provision via the Jobcentre does not provide the level of intervention or support required to
progress people with Down’s syndrome into paid employment and retain their position. WorkFit and their
unique supported employment model does however provide the opportunity to both gain paid work, work
experience and voluntary work placements and sustain paid permanent work, as seen through the reported
statistics. There is a compelling business case to continue support and in fact scale up funding for WorkFit as
the most successful model for supported employment for people with Down’s syndrome in England and Wales,
which can be extended to support other disabled people and diverse groups in society into paid work.
People with Down’s syndrome reported the importance of having paid employment and how work increases
their circle of friends and contacts enabling them to access new social activities. The impact extends to
increased happiness, independence, confidence and aspiration for a full and rewarding life including working
and earning a wage just like other members of their family and of society. Individuals have achieved personal
goals and WorkFit has opened doors to new opportunities, relationships and experiences, enhancing people’s
health and wellbeing.
Family members have found engaging with WorkFit a transformative experience. Many have experienced
WorkFit as aspirational and have seen positive changes in their family member who has Down’s syndrome
regarding their personal development, new skills, independence, maturity and significantly increased
confidence.
One hugely significant outcome is the increased number of paid permanent posts the team have facilitated
from people having started a temporary work experience placement. The conversion to paid employment has
increased by 19, meeting the objectives, aspirations and dreams of people with Down’s syndrome in the North
of England who want a paid permanent job.
Whilst staffing issues and the Covid-19 pandemic have impacted on some of the quantitative results of the
project, the qualitative results are outstanding due to the dedication, skill, passion and proactive nature of the
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team. WorkFit North has had an impact on almost 300 people with Down’s syndrome and their families and
made a difference to people’s lives, including family members, employers and employees.
Keys to success include the flexible, person-centred, focussed support offered by the team to candidates; the
support offered family members, and significantly the engagement and relationships with employers and
stakeholders, which have become fundamental to the success of the project; hence more employers and more
diverse placements.
Employers value the training they receive and feel more confident to employ people with Down’s syndrome
as a result. Many have offered to employ at least one more person with Down’s syndrome. Employers now
understand and realise the benefits of having a person with Down’s syndrome in their workforce.
Research concludes that employing workers with learning disabilities not only can improve the morale of the
work force but that their influence also has impact on a social level where ‘their presence can help to
“humanise” a workplace and contribute to the social connectedness of workers.’26 As one WorkFit employer
commented about their colleague who had Down’s syndrome:
“We needed someone who is consistent in the work, understands the task and gets on with it and
our candidate did exactly that. He puts some of our staff to shame, he gets on with the work, he’s
a hard worker. He is good fun, interactive. He has enriched the team and brings a positive new
dimension to the team.”
WorkFit Employer, Yorkshire and Humber
In a society where scandals like Whorlton Hall,27 Winterbourne View28 and National Health Service personnel
applying ‘Do Not Resuscitate’ notices to patients with Down’s syndrome,29 continue to happen, the
fundamental value to all people with a learning disability of people with Down’s syndrome joining the
workforce and the impact this has on issues of equality, diversity, justice and rights cannot be underestimated.
The impact is profound both to individuals and to our communities if we want to live equal, fair and safe lives.
WorkFit offers a constructive, expandable and proven model to positively support people with Down’s
syndrome into work which ‘fits’ their capabilities and ambitions so that paid work becomes a realistic option
for people with Down’s syndrome.
“He has gone from strength to strength. It’s been a life change. Both his life and our life has
changed, we can now see a positive path for him, and he can be part of a community and more
self-sufficient and not rely on education and the council. We can see a path through and a future
for him, post 25.”
Parent of a WorkFit Candidate, Yorkshire and Humber

“WorkFit is a shining bright light in a long dark tunnel of shut doors and no futures for our son.
We cannot thank you all enough.”
Parent of a WorkFit Candidate, North West

26

Beyer, S and Beyer, A, 2017, A Systematic Review of the Literature on the Benefits for Employers of Employing People with Learning Disabilities,
p22
27
www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-48388430
28

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/213215/final-report.pdf

29

www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/apr/09/nice-guidelines-coronavirus-pandemic-disabled
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“A big thank you to the Big Lottery for funding WorkFit North.”
WorkFit Candidate and Parent
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7 Appendices


Appendix A - WorkFit North Project Outcomes and Targets

Outcomes
1. More people with Down’s syndrome in the north of England will access meaningful employment
opportunities
A
The number of people with Down’s syndrome in employment (including voluntary, supported internship or
apprenticeships, work experience and paid work)
B
Employers state that they would consider offering further vacancies through WorkFit
C
Employers report their employees with Down’s syndrome have sustained their employment

2. People with Down’s syndrome will have increased work aspirations through accessing a supported
pathway tailored to their needs
A
The number of people with Down’s syndrome (and parents or carers) who know where they can go to for
help regarding employment
B
The number of people with Down’s syndrome who want to increase their work hours
C
People with Down’s syndrome will report more confidence to plan next career step (moving from voluntary
or work experience to paid employment, or increasing the hours they work)

3. People with Down’s syndrome will have increased sense of independence and confidence in their
abilities at work
A
The number of people with Down’s syndrome volunteering to become a co-trainer in employer training
B
People with Down’s syndrome report that they have taken on more responsibilities at work
C
Employers report that people with Down’s syndrome are working more independently than when they
began employment
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Big Lottery Fund WorkFit North Targets
Project Outcome
Outcome 1:
More people with DS
in the north of
England will access
meaningful
employment
opportunities
Outcome 2:
People with DS will
have increased work
aspirations through
accessing a supported
pathway tailored to
their needs
Outcome 3:
People with DS will
have increased sense
of independence and
confidence in their
abilities at work

Indicator
A

B
C
A
B
C

A
B
C

Outcome
Group

Level

Timescale

Candidate

30, 50
and 70

Employers state that they would consider offering further vacancies through
WorkFit
Employers report their employees with DS have sustained their employment

Employer

70 people

Employer

70 people

The number of people with DS (and parents/carers) who know where they
can go to for help regarding employment
The number of people with DS who want to increase their work hours

Candidate
Candidate

243
people
40 people

People with DS will report more confidence to plan next career step (moving
from voluntary/work experience to paid employment, or increasing the
hours they work)
The number of people with DS volunteering to become a co-trainer in
employer training
People with DS report that they have taken on more responsibilities at work

Candidate

50 people

Year one, Year two,
Year three of the
project
By the end of the
project
By the end of the
project
By the end of the
project
By the end of the
project
By the end of the
project

Candidate
Candidate

3, 6 and 9
people
40 people

Employers report that people with DS are working more independently than
when they began employment

Employer

50 people

The number of people with DS in employment (including voluntary,
supported internship/apprenticeships, work experience and paid work)

In year 1, year 2
and year 3
By the end of the
project
By the end of the
project

Overall Participation
People with Down's syndrome
Direct participation in project
Total
Employers and employees
Employers registered, assessed and trained
Employees trained (average of 6 people attending each session)
Total
DS Support Groups
Employment Project Volunteers
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243
243
150
900
1,050
12

Down’s syndrome Support Groups (including LSNs) directly
participating in the project
Total
Other stakeholders
Schools/colleges involved in Local Support Network
Supported employment agencies
Other third sector providers
Statutory providers
Total
Total direct project beneficiaries
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12
24
36
12
6
12
66
1,383
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Appendix B - WorkFit North Photo Gallery
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Appendix C – WorkFit Conference Poster
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Appendix D - WorkFit North Conferences
7 regional conferences were delivered during the 3
years of the project. A total of 454 people attended the
events, including 124 people who have Down’s
syndrome, 69 parents and carers and 161 professionals
and stakeholders.
At each conference, presentations were delivered from
candidates, employers and organisations supporting
WorkFit North as well as from the WorkFit team, EDOs
and the South Manchester Liaison Officer.

North West Conference in Manchester at
the Revolution Bar in 2018

Candidates enthusiastically shared their experiences of
work and how the WorkFit team had supported their
career pathway to achieve their goals. It was inspiring
to hear how people’s long-term career goals are being
fulfilled, bringing them great happiness, pride and
inclusion in the world of work.
Family members who never believed their son or
daughter could obtain paid work talked about how
impressed they were with the WorkFit team and their
dedication to finding the right placement to fulfil their
child’s aspiration to work.
Professionals viewed the WorkFit programme and the
event as motivating and supporting change for people
with Down’s syndrome. Attendees enthusiastically
reported that they learnt more about people who have
Down’s syndrome, their work aspiration and
achievements.

Yorkshire and Humber Conference in
Wakefield at the Pennine Camphill College in
2018
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Employers also shared their stories and experiences of
WorkFit candidates in their workplace and illustrated
how welcoming a colleague who has Down’s syndrome
has allowed them to expand their knowledge of
learning disabilities to ensure a greater degree of
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employee satisfaction and enhance their customer
experience.
North East Conference in Gateshead at the Information about the 2018 WorkFit North conferences
Marriott Hotel in 2018
can be found at:
http://www.dsworkfit.org.uk/2018/12/10/celebratingthe-success-of-workfit-north/
http://www.dsworkfit.org.uk/2018/10/16/workfitemployers-share-their-experience-at-north-westconference/
http://www.dsworkfit.org.uk/2018/11/30/4799/
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Appendix E - More Feedback from Candidates and Families

More feedback from the candidates and families regarding their view of the success of this supported
employment project:
“WorkFit is really good. I feel good. I feel proud. I do love working there! My WorkFit officer
is fantastic!”
WorkFit Candidate North West
“I really enjoy my job and I like everything. I like to be busy and I like helping customers”
WorkFit Candidate North East
“I can’t praise WorkFit enough! I was ‘blown away’ by all the different placements and
individuals being given an opportunity.”
Parent of a WorkFit Candidate North West

“WorkFit have been so supportive to us as parents, my son and the two employers he has worked
with so far. The WorkFit advisor was like the scaffolding supporting us all and making it possible
for our son to have the chance to succeed in the workplace. Both placements went extremely well,
and the next step is a paid job - a normal thing which most people aspire to.”
Parent of a WorkFit Candidate, North West

“We’re just glad people with Down’s syndrome are able to get work and there are employers
listening and taking people on. I think WorkFit are really instrumental in helping my son to find a
job. Our EDO had a lot of work to do working on her own covering such a big area. She has made
loads of contacts. WorkFit have lots of contacts to help find people jobs.”
Parent, Yorkshire and Humber
“WorkFit is a fantastic organisation, without things like this; young people would struggle
to be part of society.”
Parent of a WorkFit Candidate, North West
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